Stock Take, Quotes, Orders, and Credit Notes

Bridging the gap between CRM and ERP

Skynamo integrates with ERP and accounting packages such as Xero, Sage, Kerridge, Palladium, and IQ Retail.

Skynamo bridges the gap between CRM and ERP systems by offering one interface to both – making it much easier for sales reps to do stock takes, see accurate stock levels and pricing, as well as place quotes, orders and credit notes all on the road via a single interface.

Up-to-date and customer specific pricing available immediately

With Skynamo reps no longer need to contact the office to check on pricing or stock levels, all this information can be uploaded into Skynamo and accessed by reps while at a customer or on the road.
Product Feature Sheets

Shareable product information at your fingertips

Images, spec sheets and all other product information can be uploaded to Skynamo and made available to reps on the road via their mobile device – improving accuracy of orders and providing customers with an accurate overview of products available.

No need to wait to get back to the office to send product information to customers.

Stylish Digital Product Catalogue

Skynamo eliminates the need to carry paper product catalogues and brochures on the road.

All product images, specifications, and information can be uploaded to Skynamo and converted into a stylish digital product catalogue available via a mobile device.
Quotes, Orders and Credit Requests done while you are at the customer

Skynamo gives reps the ability to process a quote, order or credit request while at a customer.

Skynamo provides access to accurate stock and pricing, as well as applicable discounts per customer and even warn reps when a discount being quoted for a customer is lower than the Below Cost Price and Below Minimum Price.

Customers sign acceptance for the quote, order or credit request directly in Skynamo, and once submitted, the quote or order is emailed directly to the office for processing.